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program..#!/usr/bin/env python3 # Copyright (c) 2017 The Bitcoin Core developers

# Distributed under the MIT software license, see the accompanying # file
COPYING or """Test P2P network simulation. Test the simulation of a P2P network,

once the initial block download and initial bootstrapping is complete. """ from
test_framework.mininode import * from test_framework.test_framework import

BitcoinTestFramework from test_framework.util import ( connect_nodes,
disconnect_nodes, sync_blocks, disconnect_all_nodes, ) class

TestP2PNetwork(BitcoinTestFramework): def __init__(self): super().__init__()
self.setup_clean_chain = True self.num_nodes = 1 def run_test(self): # Get the

start and end blocks self.start_hash =
self.nodes[0].getblockhash(self.nodes[0].getbestblockhash()) self.end_hash =
self.nodes[0].getblockhash(self.nodes[0].getbestblockhash()) # Generate peer

response messages, running an iteration loop. txid = [] peer_responses = [] while
len
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